9MM PARABELLUM (9MM LUGER, 9X19)
Barrel: 4"  |  Twist: 1-10"  |  Primer: WIN WSP  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.355"
Case: WIN  |  Max Case Length: 0.754"  |  Trim Length: 0.749"

RAMSHOT SILHOUETTE
90  |  XLG  |  6.1  |  1,189  |  6.8  |  1,300  |  34,422  |  1.125

10MM AUTO
Barrel: 5"  |  Twist: 1-16"  |  Primer: WIN WLP  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.400"
Case: WIN  |  Max Case Length: 0.992"  |  Trim Length: 0.987"

RAMSHOT SILHOUETTE
125  |  SF  |  RHF  |  7.8  |  1,261  |  9.2  |  1,416  |  36,794  |  1.240

45 COLT - 30,000 PSI - HIGH PRESSURE LOADS
Barrel: 7.62"  |  Twist: 1-16"  |  Primer: WIN LRP  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.452"
Case: REM  |  Max Case Length: 1.285"  |  Trim Length: 1.275"

ACCURATE 4064
140  |  SIERRA  |  TMK  |  60.0  |  2,793  |  45.5  |  3,055  |  60,983  |  2.750

6.5 CREEDMOOR
Barrel: 24"  |  Twist: 1-9"  |  Primer: WIN LWR  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.264"
Case: HDY  |  Max Case Length: 1.920"  |  Trim Length: 1.910"

ACCURATE 4065
115  |  SIERRA  |  TMK  |  61.5  |  3,001  |  46.0  |  3,246  |  61,899  |  2.675

300 HAM'R
Barrel: 18"  |  Twist: 1-12"  |  Primer: CCI 450  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.308"
Case: STAR  |  Max Case Length: 1.603"  |  Trim Length: 1.593"

ACCURATE 1680
95  |  BARNES  |  TTSX  |  70.7  |  3,067  |  47.2  |  3,312  |  61,726  |  2.625

6MM CREEDMOOR
Barrel: 24"  |  Twist: 1-9"  |  Primer: FED 210M  |  Bullet Diameter: 0.243"
Case: HDY  |  Max Case Length: 1.920"  |  Trim Length: 1.910"

ACCURATE 4064
58  |  HDY  |  V-MAX  |  40.9  |  3,421  |  45.5  |  3,835  |  61,279  |  2.475
70  |  NOSLER  |  B-TIP  |  38.4  |  3,177  |  42.7  |  3,505  |  60,983  |  2.550
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